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As disruption becomes the new norm, 
it’s time for a fresh perspective. We 
invite you to join us to explore new 
insights on the role HR can play to 
transform itself and prepare for the 
digital age. 

HR Transformation - Change Your Lens
As the digital era redefines the world around us, many 
organisations risk ‘falling behind’ in the race to 
embrace the future of work. The inevitable choice 
businesses and their HR functions face amid today’s 
unprecedented forces of change are clear: Drive 
change or be changed. Shape or be shaped. The 2017 
KPMG HR Transformation survey highlights that while 
many organsations recognise the need to transform 
they are unsure of how to adapt to the rapid pace of 
change. Organisations, as well as HR, need to change 
their perspective and embrace new ways of operating if 
they are to remain viable in today’s market. 

Amid this uncertainty, KPMG can provide a fresh 
perspective with insights from our recent global survey 
and key success factors gleaned from our extensive 
experience in HR Transformation. You will also have 
the opportunity to share your views and network with 
peers from organisations across a number of different 
industries. 

Join the conversation 
@KPMG on Twitter and 

other social media 
accounts using 

the hashtag: 
#HRsurvey.



Market 
Trends



IN ASSOCIATION WITH:

A summary of what was discussed at the Rustat Conference, Jesus College, Cambridge. In association with Harvey Nash and KPMG. For a full report visit: http://bit.ly/2lXkPQC

Future of work
The Gig EconomyThe History of Work

Work is Changing

HOW EMPLOYMENT HAS CHANGED OVER TIME
------------------------

Pre-industrial revolution - Self-employed Guild member
Present – Employed by organisations

Future – Self-employed / flexible work?

POPULIST 
UPRISINGS
symptom of 

the times?

Technology 
advances mean
we’re working 
fewer hours

Hours worked does not equal productivity

EVER CHANGING, ALWAYS 
THE SAME

------------------------
labour market has always 

evolved,  current changes are 
nothing new

Hol low ing out of the
labour market

SHARP DECLINE IN 
MANUFACTURING JOBS

------------------------

GENDER DIFFERENCES
------------------------

Pay - women sti l l paid less than men

1 in 9 women forced out of labour market after maternity

REGULATION
------------------------

Failed tokeep up.Drawingtheline
between hav ing a freeeconomy and
safeguarding workers’ rights isgoing

to be chal lenging.

AVERAGE WORKING HOURS A WEEK UK
------------------------

1948

Skilled
elite

Low-paid, 
low status

60
hours
---------
1948

40
hours
---------
2017

TAKE OVER
THE WORLD?

------------------------
Is there evidence of 

existential risk of 
technology?

accountant publican

DIGITAL LABOUR
------------------------

probability of role being automated

100 YEAR LIFE
------------------------

THE SHORTER ‘CORPORATE’ LIFE
------------------------

ROBOTIC S A ND A I
------------------------

>  Used in manufacturing for decades
>  Next sectors: healthcare and logistics
>  Low wage jobs will be relatively unaffected by robots
>  Main focus will be on high wage jobs, like train drivers, financial 

accounts managers and taxation experts

chance of a child born 
today living to 100 50%

Life expectancy of a 
Fortune 500 company 

fallen by half
We need to Technology
plan for this will have a extra 

longevity role to play

50%

20-30%
working age population in U.S. engaged 

in ‘gig’ work in some way

Opportunity:
freedom and
chance to
supplement 
income

Challenge:
reducesworkers’
rights, reduces
income

NOT JUST UBER
------------------------

Traditional jobs in retail, 
healthcare, academia all 
impacted by gig economy

TWO VIEWPOINTS ON GIG WORK
------------------------ CHALLENGES FOR THE GIG ECONOMY:

------------------------

Are gig economy workersemployed or
sel f-employed?

Tighter immigrat ion – cou ld l im it 
supply of gig labour in future

50%

UNEMPLOYMENT LOW
------------------------

TWO-SPEED EMPLOYMENT 
MARKET

------------------------

2017

No more
job for l i fe

Proportion UK jobs 
predicted to be 

affected by 
automation

The Role of Technology

15%75%

DOWN 6%
------------------------

average commute distance in last 15 
years. Much of this attributable to gig / 

flexible work

participation rate in UK labour market

74%

95% 0.4%

200 
YEARS

labour markets
have existed for
tw o centuries

http://bit.ly/2lXkPQC


HRT Survey 
Results
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Results this year highlight that organisations are falling 
into 2 main categories:
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The 2017 HR Transformation Survey

However, whichever group your organisation belongs to, the inevitable choices businesses 
and their HR functions face amid today’s unprecedented forces of change are clear: Drive
change or be changed. Shape or be shaped.

A minority, boldly engaged in the 
need for strategically managed HR 

transformation.

A majority, who risk ‘falling behind’ 
as the digital era redefines the 

world around them.

1
------- 2

-------
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Drivers of success with large HR initiatives
Three out of four organisations that undertook HR transformation have 
successfully executed complex initiatives. There are common 
characteristics among this group:

have changed their operating model alongside their 
implementation.72%
have built a business case that identified clear 
measures for success.73%

are viewed as adding strategic value to the 
business.89%

Drivers of 
success

Source: HR Transformation: Which lens are you using? KPMG International, 2017.
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Characteristics of HR functions viewed 
as strategic
27% of organisations report that their HR function is viewed as a key 
business asset that adds strategic value. Of those organisations:

reported having moderate to extensive change 
management capabilities.91%
are driving the conversation on the impact of 
Intelligent Automation inside their organisation.66%
of strategic HR functions view Intelligent 
Automation as having a significant impact on 
the HR function.92%

Characteristics 
of strategic HR

Source: HR Transformation: Which lens are you using? KPMG International, 2017.
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38%

A third of organisations plan to implement a 
new HRMS in 2017, up 3% from last year. HR 
transaction processing (63%) and delivering 
value-added services (62%) are the leading 
anticipated benefits from new HRMS. 
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While some are investing, many risk 
falling further behind

Source: HR Transformation: Which lens are you using? KPMG International, 2017.

38% of organisations expect to increase HR 
technology spending in 2017, up 8% from last 
year, but 44% will hold spending constant —
raising the risk of falling further behind the 
leaders on transformation.

63%
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Disruption spells success
Disruption and heightened uncertainty are being embraced by forward-
looking business leaders as a unique opportunity to help transform 
business models and drive new levels of growth and success.

say they view 
technological disruption 
as an opportunity rather 

than a threat.

have taken steps to 
challenge themselves 

in the past year.

65% 68%

Source: Disrupt and grow, CEO Outlook Survey, KPMG International, 2017.
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A major projected benefit of new HR systems is better 
access to data and analytics capabilities. 

But the leading impediments identified by organisations are:

— weak data

— a lack of skills to derive insights and enhance decision 
making.

Data acumen is a key issue today. D&A is just the 
mechanism — you need new expertise to add value. 

Data-based insights demand 
critical new skills
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HR leaders have hit a major crossroads

meeting 
expectations

– The traditional, outdated HR function needs to be reimagined for the future. 

– Failing to pursue a strategic, proactive approach to change is increasingly risky as technology megatrends 
redefine markets, business models, workforces and customer relationships.

– But many organisations appear to be in a state of flux — embarking on a transformation journey with no clear 
strategy, roadmap or destination. 

44% 32% 59%

HR initiatives are:

exceeding 
expectations

unable to measure 
progress

Source: HR Transformation: Which lens are you using? KPMG International, 2017.
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Our View of the World

Workforce Trends

Mindset
Think like a start up; 

challenge the status quo 
and break down the 
current barriers. This 

requires strong 
leadership and a shift in 

culture.

Optimise
Operational Excellence 
requires the alignment 

and integration of 
process and people, 
supported by strong 

change management and 
continuous improvement.

Insights
While capturing data is 

one thing; there is a need 
to analyse and derive 
solutions and insights 

from this data so that the 
organisation can take 

appropriate action. 
Automation

‘Gig’ economy

Agile

Changing 
Demographics

Technology

Purpose 
Delivering the workforce of the future today 
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Purpose

Mindset

Optimisation

Technology

Insight

Organisational vision remains 
unclear, generic or unfocused Are staff unified by the bigger picture of what 

they are aspiring to achieve?

Breakthroughs occur where organisations embrace 
the art of “what is possible” and remain ready 
challenge the status quo.

Continual re-alignment of the HR’s function and 
purpose is required in order to realise operational 
efficiencies. 

Collection of reliable data enables the HR Function to 
effectively measure accountability and performance 
and identify opportunities for innovation.

Technology should support and enhance the HR 
Function’s agility and capacity to embrace 
opportunities to disrupt. 

Ongoing work required to fully 
align HR with the vision of 
combined business units

Entire workforce is unified by 
and working towards a 

common purpose

Change is routinely resisted 
and traditional processes 

favoured

Some uptake of innovative of 
problem solving protocols 

amongst HR team members

Distinct culture of evolution 
and innovation is embraced by 

entire HR function.

No consideration paid to 
evolving the role and function 

of HR

Some consideration paid to 
identifying areas for 

realignment of HR function 
from time to time

HR Function consistently 
pursues innovation, 

transformation and best 
practices

Data relating to the past and 
present is fragmented and 

dispersed 

Strong attempts made to 
streamline reliable data 

collection and find correlations 
to shape future strategies

Real time, reliable sources of 
data are readily available and 

incorporated into the 
organisation’s strategy

No technology strategy or 
information systems in place. 
Administration is manual in 

nature.

Most basic HR transactions 
can be facilitated by 

technology

IT strategy is defined and 
updated regularly in light of 

emerging technologies

Maturity Assessment 
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